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Alamy stock information

AlamyTypePrivateIndustryPublishing, Media, Web Design, Stock photographyFounderMike Fischer, James WestHeadquartersAbingdon, Oxfordshire, United KingdomProductsDigital images, videoServicesRights-managed and royalty-free images and videoWebsitewww.alamy.com Alamy (registered as Alamy Limited) is a British private equity photo agency
launched in 1999. Its headquarters are located in Milton Park, near Abingdon, Oxfordshire, United Kingdom. It has a development and operations center at Techno Park in Trivandrum, Kerala, India and a sales office in Brooklyn, New York, United States. [1] [2] Overview photos from USFWS Flickr stream, which was available for free with PD-mark [3] The
same image, watermark and sold on its website without attributing a photographer or source[4] Alamy maintains an online archive of more than 125 million still images,[citations needed] illustrations and hundreds of thousands of videos contributed by agencies and independent photographers or collected from archives of news, museums and national
collections. Its suppliers include professional and amateur photographers, stock agencies, news archives, museums, national collections and public content copied from Wikimedia Commons. Its clients are from the photographic, publishing and advertising industries and the general public. History James West, a graduate of Edinburgh University, is ceo of
Alamy and co-founded the company with Mike Fischer in 1999. Fischer, the company's current chairman and co-founder, was also co-founder and CEO of RM plc. In 2002, Alamy was awarded emma (Electronic Multimedia Awards) for technical excellence. The purpose of the award is to recognise excellence in the creation of digital media content. [5] It has
also introduced a 24/7 high-resolution download tool for customers. [6] Technical innovation continued when virtual CDs became a substitute for RF image CDs. [7] In 2003, the company established an international distribution network. As a result of the resulting increased sales, it increased royalty payments to its contributors in 2006. [8] [9] Since 2002,
Alamy has paid out more than $100 million to its contributors. [citation needed] In March 2004, a million images were available on the site and by October 2007 there were 10 million images online. [10] In 2010, the company created an iPad app to showcase its images. [11] In 2011, Alamy launched a live intelligence service[12] and in 2012 began receiving
live mobile phone news[13] that upgraded their collection to 25 million images. [14] In the same year in 2011, the Company expanded its international sales unit to include teams presented in Germany, Australia and the Middle East. In 2012, Alamy introduced Alamy iQ, video, and creative search results. [15] In 2015, the Alamy app for iPhone Stockimo was
shortlisted for drum's Marketing on Mobile Awards (MOMAs) for best mobile consumer app and tablets. [16] [17] In 2017, Alamy announced its new CEO, Andy Harding. Harding. In 2018, James West continued as CEO. In December 2018, Alamy announced that it would increase its commission from 50% to 60% of the value of sales, reducing its payments
to its contributors to only 40% of payments received from customers. A few weeks later, this communication was met with another announcement that the Commission would remain at 50% on material that was available exclusively to Alamy. In February 2020, Alamy was acquired by PA Media Group. [18] Co-founder James West has resigned as CEO but
remains a member of the Advisory Committee. On February 16, 2015, Alamy informed its members of changes to the contributor's contract. [19] These changes have been condemned by the photo industry authorities, the National Union of Journalists[20] and Editorial Photographers UK (EPUK), who said: 'Alamy seems to be trying to create eternal and
irrevocable contracts with images previously sold on our behalf at a time when this was not the case, allowing them to continue selling even after the end of their contract with the photographer. ... This provision would take a whole period of copyright and we see it as disproportionately extensive. [21] [22] Alamy responded by saying that the changes reflect
only the working style of the company and do not represent a significant shift. [23] [24] Their response, in turn, was characterized by documentary photographer and Alamy contributor David Hoffman as misleading and evasive. Carol M. Highsmith sued Alamy in July 2016 for selling photographs without attribution that she donated to the Library of Congress.
[26] [27] [28] The Licensing Compliance Service, part of Alamy, also sent an email to This is America! Foundation, a foundation that was founded by Highsmith herself. The email states: 'We have seen that an image or image (picture) represented by Alamy has been used for online use by your company. According to Alamy's records, your company does not
have a valid license to use the images. [29] and demanded to pay a settlement fee of $120 for the violation Highsmith was charged. This photograph was not a violation, but an original work of authorship by Highsmith. Highsmith's claim was rejected because she had signed off her copyright, putting the photos in the public domain. See also Image Hosting
Services List of Online Image Archives Stock Photo Reference ^ Global Still Images Market 2015-2019. ReportLinker. December 2014. 7 September 2015. ^ Alamy. Toptenreviews. Archived from the original on September 8, 2015. ^ Kendra Chan (left) and Karen Sinclair, fish and wildlife biologists. Photo by Robyn Gerstenslager/USFWS. United States Fish
and Wildlife Service Flickr Stream. March 2013. ^ Kendra Chan (left) and Karen Sinclair, fish and wildlife biologists. Stock Photo: 178236349 - Alamy. Archived from the original on June 4, 2018. They shall forthwith communicate to the Commission the text of those provisions and a correlation table between those provisions and ^ Limited, Alamy. Alamy on
the news. ^ Search for images and purchase now five times faster on Alamy.com. Graphics. 29 August 2002. ^ Alamy launches virtual alternative to Royalty Free CD. Graphics.com. September 7, 2015. ^ Alamy 100% Royalties (PDF). Weareoca. September 7, 2015. ^ Alamy CEO: AlamyRank is not a disadvantaging specialist contributor. Editorial
Photographers UK (EPUK). 16 November 2006. 7 September 2015. ^ Jim Pickerell. Alamy reaches 10 million images, reveals financials. selling-stock.com. ^ Patrick Jordan (August 28, 2010). New apps for iPad: Alamy Photo Collection. iPad Insight. September 7, 2015. ^ Alamy launches live news service. Stockphototalk. They shall forthwith ly be replaced
by the following: Archived from the original on September 24, 2015. ^ Magezine Publishing Ltd Alamy Stock Photo Agency now allows mobile photography. ePHOTOzine. ^ Email Marketing Software by AWeber - AWeber Email Marketing. aweber.com. Archived from the original 24. ^ Alamy shakes it with Alamy iQ. November 16, 2012. September 7, 2015. ^
Alamy's iPhone app Stockimo has been shortlisted as a finalist for the prestigious MOMA awards – The best mobile/tablet consumer facing the app category. Alamy. May 2015. November 2016. ^ MOMAs - Marketing on Mobile Awards - 2016 - 2015 Winners. The Drum/Carnyx Group. November 2016. ^ PA Media Group acquires Alamy, Global Stock
Imagery Business. yahoo.com. PR Newswire. ^ Amendments to the Agreement, Amendments - February 16, 2015. Alamy.com. Archived from original 2. February 2019. ^ Council of Photographers covered by Alamy's Contract ^ Open Letter from EPUK to Alamy regarding the new terms and conditions of contributor ^ David Hoffman (27 May 2015). Alamy in
the rearview mirror. Editorial Photographers UK (EPUK). September 7, 2015. ^ Alamy responds to an open letter from EPUK. EPUK. 5, 2015. ^ Alamy is making a change to its Commission structure. Picture Industry Centre (CEPIC). November 20, 2012. September 7, 2015. ^ Why am I leaving Alamy? EPUK. March 2015. ^ The court dismissed the $1 billion
Copyright Claim against Getty ^ Carol M. Highsmith vs. Getty Images (U.S.) Inc. ^ Carol M. Highsmith vs. Getty Images (U.S.) Inc. (archive.org) ^ Unauthorized Use of Alamy Image(s) - Case Number 380913878 (Ref:1031-7385-3953) External Links Official Website obtained from Alamy Stock Photo Agent is one of the oldest and largest stock photoagens on
the Internet. It has a huge collection of stock photos, continues to re-invent how people use and search for photo events, and recently made a human website to make photo searches easier and faster to task. Their soon-to-be patented search engine is unique and in this sector. With a database of more than 160 million images, this must be their focus on the
customer. Exclusive! 25% Discount on all images on Alamy If all this sounds appealing, you'll be glad to know that we have an exclusive Alamy Coupon code for you, with a great 25% discount on your purchase! This amazing deal will only be available for a limited time, so be sure to seize it today! Get an incredible 25% discount on all types of images
(images, illustrations, vectors) and shots on Alamy. For single use only. So, let's move forward in this Alamy review. Alamy is a macrostock agency and licensed to work to reflect this, with rights managed and royalty free options available. They focus on commercial, design and editorial markets, which are looking for customized use of images, but also
recognize the growing need to acquire quality and inexpensive photography events that allow licensing without royalties. Their new website design, launched in April 2010, has successfully incorporated some key features that are attractive to one time buyers, bloggers and web designers. Alamy is not only a stock image seller, but its website tools show that
they are interested in educating their users about stock photos, how to use it and the support they need for understanding and communicating. Their stock photo glossary and their resolution and image size lessons are useful for all stock photo users. Alamy focuses on using efficiency and technical know-how to open up opportunities in the micro-end market.
The recent release of their iPad app confirms this. In addition, in May 2011 they launched a dedicated German website for this international market. Alamy Review Basics Over 160 Million Images, what Alamy's largest stock photo database of 150,000 images added every day Alamy has been online since 1999 – They're celebrating their 20th anniversary
november 2019 File types sold on Alamy are stock photos, illustrations and vectors accepting payment PayPal, Visa, American Express and MasterCard Royalty-free and rights-controlled licenses available Details Advanced Search Engine , which is searchable by keywords, categories, licenses, and purchase options, region, ethnicity, release date,
orientation, and image backward search. This search engine is easy to use and navigate languages including English and German with international contact emails in Canada, USA, Germany and India Alamy has its corporate headquarters in Oxford, England with offices located in 4 other countries. Alamy's purchase options offer direct purchase options and
don't use credits or subscriptions. They believe users should buy Alamy stock photos, not loans, so all purchases are made for a photo with prices displayed in US dollars, euros and British pounds. Thanks to this direct purchase, purchase prices are transparent, licensing costs are easy to use and shoppers can what they need when they need them. Alamy
Direct Purchase: Direct Purchase Pros Prices Are Transparent Transparent can be added to your shopping cart if necessary and charged accordingly No calculations necessary to determine the actual cost of images because there are no credit options Direct Purchase Cons No subscription or package to deal with immediate discounts on bulk purchases or
recurring customers. However, the agency is interested in working out special offers for your individual needs when contacted directly. Image search tool Alamy has a search engine that is so easy to use that back in the day they applied for a patent for the technology. It's simple, finds the stock photos you're looking for, and provides many options without
being cumbersome. And now also introduced a reverse image search feature that allows you to use any image you want as a link to find similar in your catalog. Their categories are extensive, keyword searches use four search options that are not encoded, so you don't have to remember codes for good keyword searches. The search options are defined as
follows: Keywords including Advanced Keyword Search Licenses and Reports Collections-All or Creative Age Number of People Ethnically Location Image Type Date When The Minimum File Size was adopted Expand all these categories to include subcategories so that your search is refined, search results are relevant and you can easily access their
Creative collections for unique and better quality images. Alamy Licensing Options Alamy has two licensing options, Royalty-Free and Managed Rights. Managed rights include exclusive and non-exclusive categories with license data determined at the time of purchase. The rights-managed licensing tool helps buyers determine their needs. The layout is
easy to use and clearly outlines the possibilities. Before purchasing rights-managed images, image buyers must answer the following questions in the license tool and determine the price of the image: image usage, usage details, image size, print start, insert, location, start date, duration, territory, and industry. This calculation and overview take a few
seconds, and the buyer's options are available in each category. Add-ons and special features Creative Collection-New Creative Collection is a series of creative images that are stunning, conceptual images from the top international warehouse shooters. The images are collected from premium photographers, top agencies, and include flexible pricing. all in
one place. Searches can segment a creative collection. Education - Two information and educational resources are listed on Alamy's website. There is a stock photo glossary that explains stock photo terminology and resolution/image size tool that helps new designers determine the best picture for their needs. National Geographic Image Collection: Alamy
has an exclusive National Geographic image collection that the best of the best in the world photos. This is a unique collection in collaboration with National Geographic. How to Search for Alamy In Stock Photos Video: Video: Summary Alamy is a seasoned player in the stock photography business with twenty years in the industry. Their site is user friendly,
functional and modern, and their service is strongly focused on providing stock photo buyers with an elegant and enjoyable experience. If you're looking for subscriptions and the cheapest-as-they-come pictures, this may not be the place for you, but their prices are competitive, their licensing options relatively cheap and for one buyer, overall savings could
be better than credit-based stock photo reagents. Check out their sites and collections for a better understanding of the functionality of their website, stock photo agencies, and high-quality images. We hope you enjoyed our Alamy review. Don't forget to grab our exclusive Alamy Coupon Code with 25% Discount! Get an incredible 25% discount on all types of
images (images, illustrations, vectors) and shots on Alamy. For single use only. Write a review Only logged-in customers who have purchased this product can leave a review. Reviews.
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